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The main purpose of buildings is to provide a comfortable living environment for their occu .. 
pants. This includes, among others, thermal, visual and acoustic comfort as well as indoor air 
quality. Except during the fifties and sixties, it has always been considered important that an 
excess use of energy should be avoided in the construction and the management of a building, 
sometimes even at the cost of user comfort. Energy saving is however not the main purpose of 
the building. Indeed, if it were really so, the largest energy savings would be obtained by not 
erecting the building in the first place. 

Since the Rio conference, there have been more and more incentives to save energy and lower 
the impact of buildings on the environment. Therefore there is no excuse for the building 
sector not to adopt a sustainable development policy. 
Some energy is required to control the indoor climate and indoor air quality. Therefore, it is 
often suspected that energy savings result in poorer indoor environment quality, or, on the 
contrary, that a high comfort level is the result of high technology and high energy consump
tion. This is not true. It is now generally admitted among building scientists that high quality 
energy services do not necessarily incur a high energy use, and that good environment quality 
can be obtained with a reasonable amount of energy and power, and with a low environmental 
impact. 

The presentation brings some evidence from past and current research to support this asser
tion. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Buildings and climate 

Buildings are erected in most cases to protect the occupants from the external environment 
(extreme temperatures, wind, rain, noise, radiation, etc), thus providing a good indoor envi
ronment. A building that is well adapted to the climate protects its inhabitants against the ex
treme conditions observed outdoors, without creating uncomfortable internal conditions. Ac
cording to professor Pierre Lavigne [Chatelet et al, 1996], the internal climate in a free float
ing building (that is without any HV AC system running) should be at least as comfortable as 
the outdoor climate. This strategy is explained below and in Figure 1. 
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-
Depending on their clothing, occupants ask for different comfort temperatures in summer or 
in winter. Therefore, the comfort temperature zone is higher in summer than in winter. 

A well-adapted building (curve A) has a good thermal insulation, appropriate passive solar 
gains (including movable and efficient shading systems), and adaptive ventilation devices. 
Therefore, it is protected against solar radiation in summer, but uses it to increase the internal 
temperature in winter. The result is a building which, in most European climates, provides 
comfort without other energy sources than the s:un during most of the year. The energy use for 
heating is strongly reduced, as a result of a shorter heating season. Cooling is not required if 
the internal heat load stays within reasonable limits. 
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Figure !:'Evolution of temperatures in a free floating building and its environment throughout 
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the year (Northern hemisphere). 
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On the other hand, a poorly adapted building (cur\Te B) is not that well insulated and is not 
designed fpr an efficient use of solar energy. Its free-floating internal temperature is then too 
low in '\Vinter and too high in summer. Expensive and energy consuming technical systems 
h�ve· 'to be l'Dstalled to compensate for this misfit between the building and its surrounding 
climate. Such poorly adapted buildings are at the origin of the belief that a ;better comfort re
quires a larger energy use, since this is true for these buildings. 

The EC research projects Joule PASSYS [Bourdeau and Buscarlet,1993] and PASCOOL [Al
varez, Santamouris and Allard, Eds.1995] both provided advises and tools to design buildings 
that are comfortable and well adapted to the climate. 

Energy and impact on outdoor. environment 

In European climates, the largest impact of buildings on the outdoor environment during the 
whole life cycle· results' frbrri1 energy used to ensure a comfortable indoor climate' [Kohler & 
Roulet, 1980; 'Kohlef<,' 1986l Therefore, we will limit our environmental considerations to the 
energyu'se -;ofbuildings. ·,. ,,- ", . ''. > ' ' .-. 

� '., ';' -;- . l � -, .-., J I .: . 
� ',:·: . 

Most energy surveys in buildings have shown a hl!ge dispersion in the energy consumption, 
whatever this consumption is related 'to: building volume; heated floor area, envelope area, 
degree-days (Figure 2), etc. 

There are many reasons for this, most of them known: various levels of thermal insulation, 
heating and cooling system efficien".i(!S,,,use of passive solar .gains, inhabitant behaviour, Ven-
tilation rate, and, last:but not least, building management. , , , :: . . 

• :! 
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Figure 2: Total energy index 1 and degree-days in 56 European office buildings. The largest 
energy consumption is more than six times the smallest! [Roulet et al, 1995] 

Energy and well-being 

Basically, buildings should be planned, built and managed to offer an· environment in which 
occupants feel well. Loss of productivity and absenteeism will occur in a sick office building. 
Since a lost working hour costs as much as about 1000 kWh (enough to h�at between 2 and 7 
m2 of office space for one year), the occupants' well-being should be considered as more im
portant than the energy use in office buildings. 
For this reason, managers are ready to invest in sophisticated HV AC equipment and to spend 
energy to ensure a good indoor cli�te. The results are very deceiving, as ii was shown within 
the EC Joule European audit of indoor air quality in office buildings [Bluyssen et al, 1995]. 

For example, Figure 3 shows the energy index of 56 European office buildings in relation to a 
building symptom index2. Obviously, large energy consumption does not rest\lt �n better 
health. The correlation coefficient is 0.43 with.� 95% propability to be between 0.05 ,and 0.70: 
there is a significant and positive correlation between the J;JSI and the energy index. On the 
average, the higher the energy consumption is, the l�ger at'.e the .number of bup�:pg-r�lat�d 
symptoms. . . .· : , . c ... 
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1 Eriergy index is the annual energy U'se ·divided by the gross heated' floor area. • ' ' .. i : " ·. / "- . : · i 
2 This building symptom index (BSI) is the average number of symptomsoccupants experienced during the past 
month, selected out of a list of twelve. 
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The link between these two variables could be common causes such as: 
• poor temperature control or a lack of control of climate conditions wastes energy and is not 

well accepted by occupants 
' 

• air conditioning often uses much energy and is also often not well accepted by occupants 
• well designed buildings should provide a very good indoor environment quality (hence a 

low BSI) together with a reasonable use of energy. 
The facts presented in this introduction clearly show that, if indoor environment quality and 
environmental impact are theoretically linked, it could be possible to provide an acceptable or 
even good indoor environment without an excess use of energy. Some evidence in favour of 
this affirmation is presented below. 

THERMAL ISULATION 

It is well known that a good thermal insulation reduces the energy consumption (and thus the 
impact on the environment) for heating as well as for cooling. There are several other advan
tages to it, that were forgotten during the energy wasting years (sixties and seventies). 

lmp�ct of thermal insulation on thermal comfort 

Per<?ei,yed comfort temperature results from the energy balance of the body, which includes 
heat loss by convection and conduction to the surrounding air, by evaporation, and by radia
tion to and from neighbouring surfaces. 

The internal surface temperature of the building envelope results from the heat balance on this 
surface. In steady state, it is given by: 

esi =8;-Rs;u(e;-ee ) 
where: 
() stands for temperature,. the suffix i being the intern� temperature and e the external 

Rsi 
u 

temperature, · 

_ 

is the internal surface resistance (about 0,1 m2KIW); and 
is the thermal transmittance of the building envelope component. 

In winter, the internal surface temperature is colder than the internal air temperature, the �f
ference being largest when the building envelope component is poorly insulated (high U
value). The opposite is true in summer. The impact on the perceived comfort temperature 
close to external walls is not negligible when there is a large difference between outdoor and 
indoor temperature. For 20 K temperature difference and with 1 W/(m2·K) U-value (common 
brick wall), it may decrease by 0.5 to 1 K, and it decreases by up to 3 K close, to common 
double glazing (3 W/(m2�K) U-value). In addition, air in contact with cold vertical surfaces 
mayfall down, especially along large areas, and create cold drafts close to external walls. _ _ 

.. Ii .. !.':' ·. ,,, ' . . 
The result of poor insulation is that space close to the�externa,l..1envelope .. c.annot be used due to, 
a lack of comfort, and that the internal air temperature is increased to compensate, without 
success·in·-the wbrst cases·,� the1effedt:ofradiation hf the bodytto,_cold.surfaces:: · .:1• • • .  , ·' ,. 

,.--,. .. � . ' ' : . '� -· ' . 

Mpuld growtJz .. -· ' . ; ,: , d .: '· .·: .. :. · '.:;>::. .1 · , • :.· ; , :, .'r • -· · • _, �, · : :, · ''·'-�.: r: ,. , , 

In dwellings, an inctelise in :ffiould gto-Wth ;iSi oft�b 'bbsd·ved I after 'energY:retfofiitf�g ineasiires. 
were undertaken. It can indeed be expected that air humidity will be increased when: 
• Single pane glazing is replaced by double pane glazing. 
• Old, untight windows and doors are replaced by new, airtight ones. 
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• Ventilation openings are closed to avoid drafts. 
• The internal temperature is decreased in winter. 
A necessary condition for mould growth is humid surfaces [Flannigan and Morey, 1996]. This 
happens when the internal surf ace temperature is close to the dew point of indoor air, that is 
either when the surface temperature is too low (poor thermal insulation) or when the indoor 
air is too humid. 

In winter, single pane windows dry the internal air by condensation on the glass. The water 
freezes or drops on the shelf below the windows, the housewife wipes it from time to time; 
and the risk of mould growth is relatively low. Moreover, old single pane windows.are often 
not very tight, and the ventilation rate remains high enough to: avoid surf ace condensation on 
poorly insulated walls. 

If the glazing is changed to more airtight and double pane windows, two phenomena. 09qur at 
the same time: the ventilation rate may decrease, and condensation no more takes place on the 
glazing. Indoor air humidity is increased and surface moisture rises on cold surfaces - that is 
on poorly insulated walls - and mould grows. · 

- ·.,, 

From our experience, poor thermal insulation and thermal bridges are the primary cause of 
mould growth in Swiss dwellings, and probably also in many other countries. Building� o�_�he 
late sixties were poorly insulated and not airtight: this results in an acceptable indoor envi
ronment if much energy is used to maintain a comfortable indoor temperature. But as soon as 
the indoor air dew point is increased or the ventilation rate is decreased, mould grows. 
For such buildings, energy retrofit shall necessarily include a better thermal insulation, and 
then (or at the same time), improved air tightness. Today's thermal insulation standards would 
result, in most European countries, in an internal surface temperature higher thmi 2 K below 
internal temperature. This would allow for a relative indoor air humidity as high as 90% with
out surface condensation or 70% without mould growth. Such high indoor air humidity cap.not 
be reached in dwellings with usual activity and minimum ventilation. In other words, if a 
dwelling is thermally insulated according to today's standards, lack of ventilation _would result 
in unbearable odour and carbon dioxide concentration far before mould gro�tli is possible. 
Mould growth after energy retrofit meas·ur�s .js.the result of a .. poor planning of these meas-
ures, not the result of the measures themselves·: · · · · · 

The rat�o 
' ·  

., j; 

Y ·  

. ; 
·�'I 

. 11 ·: 
,:1.· :,,, 

• · • • ,1\., 

=:· ; 

is the internal surface'temperature factor. In: most European climates; this should at no place. 
on the building envelope be smaller than 0,75,.to avoid both discomfort and.mould growth in 
cold season, at the minimum: ventilation rates required .. for good indoor air quality. This. �r�tio 
depends only on thermal insulation. It equals 1 for perfect insulation, and Rs;U on building 
envelope elements made (!)f.planei;homogeneous layers):.•r, ''·!:" ; : ;_\.-,'.;;;. dJ: · ,.>: '· u< . .  � 

Another possibility. is .'condensation.or. mould growth inside building elements: Important in-: 
ternational collaboration allowed to provide various validated models as well as advises to 
assess and master this problem [Hens et al, 1 991 and 1996]. It also brought new:knowledge 
on .�h� �qnc:ll��ons required for mould g�o\V�h £f1.annigan. aJ;l�:!"f9r�y,. 19g6J. , 1 :; : _, , • • •. 

.. , " ·. 

'• \, 
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AIRING AND VENTILATION 

Ventilation control 

Contaminant and moisture concentration in indoor air depends on the intensity of contaminant 
and water vapour sources, and on the ventilation rate. Once the contaminant sources are lim
ited to a minimum, the airing rate should be adjusted to limit contaminant concentration to 
acceptable levels. 

A good example for the need for a controlled ventilation rate is shown in Figure 4 left, which 
shows the minimum ventilation rate per person required to avoid mould growth in Swiss cli
mates3. The ventilation rate can be reduced during the coldest season, while it should be 
strongly increased in .�d-season. Uncontrolled infiltration through cracks and other leaks 
does exactly the oppos.ite: the colder the outdoor temperature, the larger the infiltration rate. 
An airtight envelope is a prerequisite for controlled ventilation. Ventilation must be ensured 
by other means than infiltration: by either ventilation openings, stack effect ducts, mechani
cal, or hybrid ventilation. 
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Figure 4:-Conditions to avoid moisture growth on external walls4. 
Left: Minimum airflow rate per person, with internal temperature = 20°C. 

Right: Minimum surface temperature factor, with 15 m3/h airflow rate per person. 

20 

A controlled ventilation rate allows keeping the �nergy use for �r heatir�.g or conditioning to�a 
minimum while ensuring at any time a good indO,oi: air quality. Note that ther�;is a strong�in
teraction betweeh ·ihermal insulation and minimµm �entilation rate to avoid mould or conden
sation probleirls:''Decreas�ng 0tjie teinper�tiire- factor fronj oj5 to O,{dou.blesJhe,rninimum 
ventiiationfateoiiilfe:coldestdays. 

'' 
�··. •- . __ . , ,::;. ' .. ·�. ;-_,1 · · ·· ' :  . .. �. · 

Radon 

A, high�r,i11t�n;i,:aj; r�dOI\:�oncentr;atiort iscofte:n feared' When: ih-e· ventilatfori ;r�ie - is 'teduced tb 
save energy. This is completely wrong, for several reasons�·;:,·:_<. :.·L �: :_j)j j :, : ' >  ;<� .. ;' i -

Eirst, when th_ei r?don,.conc.e.titration ba;01;rres unacceptablef:i��is·one or-:rriote�·qrdets 6f'hiag
rutude .too

. 
high. For exarnpJe, ·in· Switzerland;,l0% ;of investigatedDoi11filin�s 'p eseni'Ja'·�adon 

activity higher than 2QO Bq/�3, and a few up. to 5000 J3q/m3 [VO,lkle .. et al, :l992], while.out-
? : :� j ;- . - ., ,' · .. ! • ' • '.� • ' ' ·,I � \ ! : � } ,.' • . '-· ., '·' 

- - ·, '" ' !. I 'l . ; �� � �' ' ; 
3. Additional 

-
v�ntilation m�; be nec;ssary to �liminate water vapour from other ;sdhrcl!s 'than persons (cooking, 

laundry, etc.). 
4 The simple model leading to these figures is given in an appendix. 
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door air has an activity below 20 Bq/m3• This means that indoor radon cannot be diluted 
through increased ventilation, since this would result in unacceptable draughts. The only way 
to avoid excessive radon activity is to keep it out of the building (airtight floor), or to blow it 
out before it enters the living areas (ventilated crawl space or cellar). 
If the radon concentration is acceptable, d�creasing the ventilation rate by as much as a factor 

j of two would theoretically increase, the radon concentration by the same factor, but this·con
centration would still be acceptable in many cases. · 

Moreover, there is experimental evidence that energy retrofit, includi�g envelope air-tightness 
i ·J improvement, does not result in increased internal radon activity, but even decreases it 

slightly within the living area (Figure 5). Radon activity was measured in twenty-five Swiss 
multifamily dwellings and seven si11:gle-family homes, before �d after energy retrofitting, 
under very ·similar meteorological conditions [Crameri et al. 1992]� On the average, the radon 
concentration increased slightly in the cellar, decreased on the lowest. floor and remained 
about the same on the highest floor. 
The reason is that radon enters the building through the cellar. If the envelope is inore airtight, 
infiltration as well as exfiltration decrease. Controlled ventilation replaces uncontrolled infil
tration, the part of outdoor air increases while the infiltration from the cellar decreases. 
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Figure 5: Geometric average± 95% confidence interval of radon concentration in 25 multi
family dwellings (left) and 7 single family homes in Switzerland; before (foll line) and after 

(dotted line) energy retrofit [Crameri et al. 1992]. 

Passive cooling 
.. 

. Passive cooling through night-time ventilation is a comfortable, cheap, and .energy-efficient 
-way to keep the indoor environment within a· comfortable temperature··range in most Euro
pean• climates, in parti.cular·on the continent [Alvarez et al. 1995, Van der Maas et al. 1994]. 
In well adapted buildings, it can ensure a comfortable indoor climate. in summer witho�t:�i-
ficial cooling. Principles of passive cooling are: 

· · · 

' " 
a) avoid internal heat load by promoting daylighting and low energy appliances; · · 

�) )av�id heat g�ns; py !-!Sing efficient shading systems (external .and ·movable)-/arid· mirtimum 
ventilation rate during hot hours; .. ; ·- '! •. ._ . ! . . : ' . . 

c) s�ore _ tbe re�aining heat .. gains : in the . building structure. For this, 'the: heavy building 
·structure should be in :direct contact with the indoor environment. • ' '-· i ' - - ' -

:1 -'J. _,. ' '. ,. 

' "  

:.•. · · - "' . " "  

-- .= ·� I . . ' . ". ' I .  ' •• : � I,_ . : -� ' �:.'·.·, .. ,) d) cool· the building structure with a' large ventilation rate wheri the external temperature is 
lower than the internal temperature. Large ventilation rates are easily obtairred by natural 
ventjlation thfough winciows and doors. 1 -

. ,J 
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Such a strategy can be applied only in climates where the daily average outdoor temperature 
is within comfort limits, and where there is a significant temperature swing between night and 
day. This is fortunately the case in most European climates. 
In addition to the heavy structure, the building should have large and well located openings; 
and these openings should be safe enough to remain open at night. 
Figure 6 shows the evolution of internal and external temperatures in two identical office 
spaces (40 m3) of the LESO, which have been ventilated following two different strategies: 
(1) the usual strategy in office buildings, with ventilation during the day but not at night; and 
(2) the passive cooling strategy with natural ventilation at night. The office spaces have con
siderable thermal inertia and external solar blinds. The night ventilation rate corresponds to 
10-12 air changes per hour. The offices are occupied by one person during 8 hours per day, 
often with a personal computer running . 

. I 35.---������������������������ 

IT 0 ...... 

- nayVent. 

- NigbtVen� 

External T 

15�����---������������������� 
2 3 4 5 6 7 

Date (August). 
Figure 6: Effect of passive cooling through night ventilation on the LESO building. 

BOILER EFFICIENCY 

There are several actions that can be undertaken to improve boiler efficiency, thus decreasing 
the impact on the environment: 
a) The boiler is the warmest place in the building, �ut often has a thinner thermal insulation 

than the building envelope. A good boiler �p.ermal insu]�tion limits the heat lost in the 
technical room. · · ·' 

, I ; ; "'.• ' 
• , �� ; _. _ ._., , • 

b) Good tuning of the fuel-air mix of coal, fuel or gas boilers increases the boiler efficiency 
and decreases the emission of contaminants (soot, unburned fuel, carbon monoxide, etc.) 

c) Periodical cleaning of fuel boilers removes the soot layer deposifod:on "the!heat exchanger . 
. .. 'l;lli�: lay��� �nsl!�.�t�� :fPf. �e��c�1��ap&�r� f aP;�. � ���� .. so?� l�yer

, 
r�s�!ts .. i� ���reased �moke 

. . temperature. and poor ... e,°fflqiency,'.: The �me · ttiterval .. bety.ret!� cleamngs ··can· easily· be 
.. .. c��c�e9,b� D?:�asvP.9& t.��.�t�inB�rat��: 9f;c�ft1��ft!.op :g�s�sf\v����·� i?c�ea�es; it is. time 

to clean the exchanger... · · ' .. · · · · · · ·l 1 .i . • :• - J·. • • • • 

, _. -1 • ,. .., : .... .. a.:'J • •  : :.!, :,::· :·�·. - - ··�.:�-.I( -�; l ·'. .. : '.�.-�I·! 
The global efficiency depends on the quality, the size, the adjustnient, the control and the 
maintenance of the burner-boiler combination. It may be close to perfection, but can also be 
as low as 50%! In that situation, half of the fuel is lost and only contaminates the outdoor en
vironment. 
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TEMPERATURE CONTROL 

Proper control of the indoor temperature not only ensures a comfortable climate, but also 
a�oids overheating and undercooling or worse, simultaneous heating and cooling. Sophisti
cated controllers exist now on the market and others are under development, that simulate and 
anticipate the thermal behaviour of the building. The result is a better comfort, together with 
significant energy savings for heating [Bauer et al, 1998, Bauer, 1998]. 

.:_:. 
Even with simple controls, the set-point temperature ·should be adapted to the occupants' 
clothing and activity, that is, warmer in summer than in winter, and not the opposite! 

DAYLIGHTING 
.. 

The human eye had about a million years to adapt itself to daylight. It follows th�t daylighting 
provides better visual comfort than any other artificial lighting system. From the energy point 
of view, daylight does not use energy, and, at the same illuminance level, gives less internal 
gains than any other artificial lighting system. Daylighting, being as comfortable as environ
ment-friendly, should be promoted as much as possible. 

The efficiency of daylighting devices or systems can be measured by the reduction of the 
need of artificial lighting in a given internal environment. New devices, such as anidolic mir
rors [Compagnon and Scartezzini, 1993; Courret,et. al. 1996] can dramatically decrease the 
use of energy for lighting in office buildings or schools. · 

, l 

Figure 7: Pri'ndple of the anidolic ceiling. A part of the light is reflected by carefully shaped 
mirrors to the back of the room . 

'· 
SJ;"'ATIAL ARRANGEMENT 

·,,':• ,.·lj' • < ' r ,. ' <';, '\ •• ' • 
' I 

."' One �rchitectural a�p�ct that has a considerable impact on many social- and technical fssues is 
xthe choice qe_tvieen sµiall. office ro��s and open.'9ffic�·: Figure 8; �esulting ffom enquiries 

within the Joule II Indoor Air Quality Audit project,' shows tb:e sigruficanf difference fo the 
. 11umber of sick building symptoms between these two types of offices. r ,· 
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Figure 8: Cumulated fre
quency distribution of the 
building symptom index in 
small office rooms and open 
offices. 

It was also observed that several people who were more than 5 m away from a window con
sidered that there was no window at their work place. This can be combined with another ob
servation: occupants often complain when they cannot open a window, or more generally, 
when they have no influence on their environment (thermostat, lighting, etc). 

A straightforward conclusion is that retrofit planning should consider changing landscaped 
office rooms into small office rooms, and companies planning new office buildings should 
meditate· this. It improves internal environment quality without any impact on the outdoor 
environment. 

GENERAL ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES AND INTERDISCIPLINARITY 

Architecture should adopt -the sustainable development strategy: Today's development should 
not hinder future development; and today's buildings and retrofits should not impede future 
developments. Energy saving i.s one of the issues only. Issues to be considered are, among 
others: 
+ Prefer recycled and recyclable materials whenever possible. 

• + A void dangerous or damageable matetj.al� �uch as those contajnjng CFC's or other. halo-' 
1 genated c�mpounds, format�ehyde, he�V)' 'metals, toxic organic solvents, etc. 

• Use 'building techniques that allow _deconstruction, n;iaki.!lg . . recycling easy, insteacl::ot 
demolition that generates-mixed Waste material. :·�- - : '. ii' '. ··- ! 

· • Consider the use of_. rain water collected on the roof (�r use: jri the toilets or other appli:;-, 
·ances that-not require drinkable �-ater. 

· - -· 

/ .1. 
1. . :·, - '-·· ' 

,Jnterdiscipl!11ary work is paramount �o improve both internal and external environments of ! 
'builcJing�.: This-is· well-understood ·within most present research, pr.ogrammes addressing this i. 

topic� 
· ·'· 'L·' ;.�:·:: .. -: :.'.: .. :;_�: ... -_:_:� __ ..... .. - --· --· .. .--i'... .. �--··- -------·- · ·- ·" ·'"' .. ...... , , �-
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. . . -- -· �::_ -·� ... ,9 .... '".; :"":� � . -6 .. L.f. � � 'in£": i '.-,�=.��::�:,\�! . ... 1;.��: ;.,r�-k :-<nr:.H'T:.�L1 , ·. ·- ·"' �-� In bUildings; enetgy is required, among others, for purposes given in Table 1. This table also 

proposes known ways to �?�e �nergy., �d.pres.ents.�_cmae:�ffects ef:these:·enel=gys-aVfu.g meas
ure·s-en�c-oi:iffort' &t ih<lgor �nVfronmenr. '<iuatity., · 1r can:1.reawlrbe �seen· thar.fuere ·are� rnahy 
cases where energy conservation oppprtunities (ECO's.)., when well planned and· executed, 
improve the indoor ·envirbfimeiit qualliy. . .. - . , " . 1• , • .• · · , - • 1: - · 
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Of course, some ECO's may also destroy the indoor environment. The EU Directive 89/106 
[EU, 1989] considers good "hygiene, health and environment" as well as "energy economy 
and heat retention" as essential requirements. Measures such as low internal temperature or 
too low ventilation rate should therefore either be avoided, or taken only in case of emergency 
and for a limited period of time. 

Some other ECO's should be used only in conjunction with others. A typical bad example is 
retrofitting windows in poorly insulated dwellings. 
Table 1: Functions of the building requiring energy, together with some ways to save energy 

and effects of these energy saving measures on comfort. 

Enerl!V required for Ways to save ener!!V Impact on indoor environment 
Compensation of trans- Better, thicker insulation, Comfort improvement through· 
mission heat loss in win- low emissivity coated mul- higher internal surf ace temperature 
ter tiple glazing. of envelope elements. 

Improves health by preventing 
mould irrowth. 

Compensation of venti- Lower ventilation rate May result in low IAQ in "dirty" 
lation heat loss in winter buildings 

Limit the ventilation rate to Less drafts, less noise, good IAQ 
the required level 
Use heat exchangers Limits the use of natural ventilation 

to mild seasons. 
Winter heating in general Improve solar gains with If windows are poor: cold surfaces. 

larger, well placed win- Over-heating if poor solar·protec-
dows. tions. 
Improve the use of gains by If well planned: nice visual con�act . 
better insulation and good with outdoor environment, very good 
thermal inertia. 

Elimination of heat gains Use passive cooling 
during warm season 

Use efficient, well commis-

summer and winter comfort. 
Very comfortable iQ appropriate cli-
mates and buildings. 
Better IAQ and comfort � ' ... 

sioned and maintained sys- ,, .. 
terns I ('., 

.. Higher internal temperature Should be kept within comfort zone. 
Internal temperature 
control '( 

Air humidity control 

Lighting 

I ' 
. ' , . .... . ' . I 

Comfortable set-point tern-
perature, improved control 
Switch it off. 

Use daylighting 
I ' 

Use. efficient artificial 
iighting'. 

' . 

A void over- and under�h�ating 
·". � ' . . .. : . " ·,_, . 

No effect in many cases, but not ap-
plicable in hot and humid clunates. 
Conifortable light, with Hmited heat 
gains when well controlled. .. ::1·; 

Comfort depends on the quality of 
light. Limited heat gains. 

The following conclusions related to energy can be drawn from experience and surveys: 

I(': 

• Energy consumption varies strongly from building to building. In practice, it depends niore 1 

on planning, construction, and management than on climate, building type �r HV AG. sys-
tems. ,, �":"-- . .. 1 .. .  • , • • 

, ., . I t ti • ._ f • ' • 

• . It is hpnc;e. possible to.produce low:ene:rgy bui'ldings with 'good indoor envirOJlll.lent qual- l 
" I )\ ) 1 t l 

, Jty, p!easan�.architec.ture and various IN AC systems". . -
. ...,_ , .. . . 

• If planning, construction, and management afe perfo�ed by eriergy conscious persons, the . 
result will be a low energy consumption with a good indoor environment quality. 
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• However, a single bad step (e.g. poor management or poor planning) may destroy the 
qualities of a building or the effects of a Conscious management. 

Healthy and comfortable buildings do not necessarily require much energy, and can have a 
limited impact on the environment. Smart managers, architects and engineers construct and 
qperate buildings in a way that both good indoor environment and low energy consumption 
can be achieved. By contrast, expensive measures to improve the indoor environment are 
sometimes counter productive: even when technical requirements (temperature, air flow rates, 
etc.) are met, occupants do not feel well. 
Energy should not be saved at the cost of the indoor environment: this would result in a bad 
perception, and may generate unexpected waste. 
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APPENDIX 
PHYSICAL CONDITIONS FOR MOULD GROWTH ON BUILDING ENVELOPE ELEMENTS. 

It is generally agreed that the risk for mould growth strongly increases when the water vapour 
pressure indoors is more than 80% of the saturation vapour pressure on cold surfaces [Flanni
gan and Morey, 1996]. The following formulas allow to assess this risk. 
Internal surface temperature 88,; = ()e + fRs; (O; - Be )  [°C] 

where 
() is for the temperature. Index i is for internal, e for external environment. 
f &; is the internal surf ace temperature coefficient, which can be calculated at any loca

tion by solving the equation of heat. 
Maximum internal water vapour pressure p;,max =  0,8·Psal8s, J 
External water vapour pressure Pe =  (/Je Psal8e) 

[Pa] 
[Pa] 

where the external relative humidity is assumed vary linearly with the external tem
perature 

(/Je = 75- 0,25·8e 

External moisture ratio Xe = Mw p� = 0.62198 Pe 

where 
Ma Pa -pe Pa -pe 

Mis for the molar mass (index w for water, a for air) 
Pa is the atmospheric pressure. 

Minimum airflow rate for avoiding too high internal moisture: 

where 

· Sw ;  
Vmin = ( ' ) 

Pa xi.max - Xe 

Sw,i is the generation of water vapour inside [kg/h] 
V is the outdoor airflow rate [m3/h] 

Pa is the density of indoor air [kg/m2] 

[%] 

[kg/kg] 

[m3/h] 

The internal moisture ratio at a given airflow rate is obtained by solving the former equation: 

Internal water vapour pressure: 

Sw ; X; = -'-. + Xe 
PaV 

MaPa X; Pa X; 
Pi = = 

Max; + Mw X; + 0.62198 

[kg/kg] 

[Pa] 


